Grammar review

Unit 3
1. Over 2,500 years ago, Greeks would suspend _______ to come together and
compete ______ each other in the ancient Olympic Games.
(A) fighting, against (B) to fight, against (C) fighting, in (D) to fight, in
2. The Stadiums that modern athletes compete in__________ the facilities used by
those athletes.
(A) Is similar with (B) is similar to (C) are similar with (D) are similar to
3. Our marathon comes from ______ people believe to be a historic event, in _____
a Greek runner ran with an important message.
(A) which, what (B) that, which (C) what, that (D) what, which
4. The runner died as a consequence_____ his great effort.
(A) of (B) to (C) of (D) from
5. It was later found that he had taken a banned drug, which led to Johnson
________ Olympic sports.
(A) Being banned from (B) banning from (C) banned from (D) banned
6. It appears that we have not yet reached our limit when it________ running.
(A) Goes to (B) is (C) comes to (D) starts
7. ________ we have set an imaginary barrier, it has been broken.
(A) When (B) As (C) Each time (D) While
8. It __________that a time of 10 second would never be beaten.
(A) was thought (B) is thought (C) thinks (D) thought
9. The current record stands at 9.58 seconds, _____ by Usain Bolt of Jamaica.
(A) being set (B) set (C) setted (D) setting
10. The answer ________a combination of several factors.
(A) lie in (B) lies to (C) lies in (D) lie to
11. __________their structure, some muscles react either quickly and with great
power.
(A) Depending on (B) Depended on (C) Depending from (D) Depended from
12.___________, sprinters tend to have more of the former, while distance runners
have more of the latter.
(A) As a consequence of (B) As a consequence to (C) As a consequence (D) As
consequence
12. Sprinters are heavily _______ and over the years have tended to get larger.
(A) built (B) build (C) being built (D) being build
13. Training yields improvements in a runner’s performance and so _____ diet.
(A) do (B) did (C) will (D) does
14. These methods may be effective in boosting an athlete’s performance, but they
________ in competition.
(A) are ban (B) are banned on
(C) are banned (D) banned
15. An athlete _________ them can be suspended from future tournaments. New
drugs that are difficult to detect are always becoming available.
(A) caught to use (B) being caught to use (C) caught using (D) being caught
using
16. There is a “cat-and-mouse” game ______ between athletes and sports
authorities.
(A) To go on (B) going on (C) goes on (D) went on
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17. The result of this is that honest athletes are _____________.
(A) at a disadvantage (B) a disadvantage (C) with a disadvantage (D) without a
disadvantage
18. These drugs would become available to the general population, so _______ our
enjoyment of all physical activities.
(A) to increase (B) increased (C) increasing (D) it increases

